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Gr^eting^of the?:9th.: Cong^^^
|l i to-^the Red ^rmy and Rec
of the-^R; S.

F. S.

R

Party
•^\
The 9th. Congress' of the Russian Communist
Red Fl^t of
sends grreetings to the Red Arifiy and the
Republic.
C
the Russian Socialist Federal Soviet
sacrifices- have 'saved
Ni: Comrades! Your labour and your
defen-;
have
you
peasants;
and
:th'e cause of the workers
of the Social
:ded with your breasts the great gains
-

Re^

War W'as waged

against

you by-

all

the

forces

of

t.he

Ihe

and capitalists.
old world; all the Russian landlords
the whole world
Tsarist generals and the bourgeoisie of
labouring masses, to
'united in the attempt to crush the
Russia the
reestablish
de^strov the Soviet Republic, to
breathed^ so ireeiy
old order, under which the exploiters
and thp workins’men found it so hard to live.
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richest districts,

the

ordon^,of;dhe -hunger blockade and 'ybu^* have corn pelled
1he numerous enemies of the Soviet Republic to negotiate
]»eace with "her, /
Sovieit Russia has placed you at her borders; she enJrusts you, her'poweriui sentry, with the 'protection of the
most -pric,eless treasure of the working.' people',— their free(lorn and fortune, their right to
be. independent masters
of their^own- destiny,
^
(

"
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You''haye"carried out faithfully thedask Abat was laid
upon you. You have confounded all the plots of our enemies; you have won peTice for the Soviet State. and have
tnabled it tO'take up its. principal taskMhe construction
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to the assistance of your brothworkers and peasants. Retaining the rifle in one
l and,
ready to resist any. fresh attempt of the enemy, you
-lave taken the hammer and the axe in the other hand to
Y ssist in the difficult transition to peaceful construction,
More than that. Your defence of the freedom and the
'rains of Worker-Peasant Soviet Russia has served as' an
impetus to .the International Social Revolution. Your
struggle is an example to the. workers of all the world
< nd has
awakened everywhere a desire to fight for the
sacred rights of the workers, for the complete emancipation of the workers from all oppression and exploitation.
Neither the Russian nation nor the workers of the
A/orld will ever forget your heroism and your sacrifices,
"’he glorious deeds of the Red Army and the Red Fleet
(f the Russian Socialist Federal Soviet Republic will live
<rs, the
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Once more you come
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Lontj live the Internationa! Social Revolution!
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of tlie 9th. Congress of the U. C. F.
to the Oernian Proletariat.
The 9th. Congress of the R. C. P. sends hearty greetings to the German workers and wishes them
success in
the difficult struggle which they have undertaken.
Brothers! Your unanimous manifestations, the successiul
iTreetiii^s

general strike resulted in the defeat

of

of the reactionaries

despotic

domination

to

of brutal

restitute the

militarism, a

the

new orgy

base attempt
regime, the

of imperialism.

The government
and catholic

of social traitors,
bourgeois direcleaders,
a government
guilty
of
oppressing the proletariat and of flirting with the generals who were preparing
the coup d’etat of the Kapp
tors

conspirators,— this government, oblivious of the past, is
now making every endeavour to return to the position
which you have gained from them and to renew their
old policy of merciless suppression of the workers.
But you, comrades, have resolved not to allow this.
You have not taken up arms for the purpose of returning
the power to the executioners of the proletariat
and the
bourgeois lackeys, but for the purpose of attaining the
complete liberation of the proletariat, of establishing the
Efovernment of the working class and the socialist system.

The

proletariat

of

Soviet

Russia

as

well

as of the

whole world are watching with tense anxiety the heroic
struggle in which you arc engaged, full aware that the
victory of the German proletariat will serve as a signal for
the commencement of the International Social Revolution.
We firmly trust that you will achieve your high aim,
that you will knock the arms out of the criminal bourgeoisie and will establish the dictatorship of the working
class- this powerful lever for the liberation of labour from
the capitalist yoke.

Long
Long
Long
Long

live the

German

proletariat!

the German Red Army!
live the German Soviet Socialist Republic!
live the International Socialist Revolution!
liye

"

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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SocialisU^State Jts 'richest districts, y(>u^|haVe:
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with. her. *
Soviet Russia has placed you at her borders; she entrusts you," her "powerful sentry, with the 'protection of the
most ;pri.geless treasure of the working; people,— their freedom and fortune, their right to be independent masters
of their ^own-“Mestiny,
You ‘ha've carried out faithfully the Yask -'that w'as laid
upon you. You have confounded all the plots of our enemies; you have won pe'Sce for the Soviet State -and have
enabled it tO' take up its principal task- .the construction
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the base attempt
despotic regime, the
domination of brutal militarism, a new orgy of imperialism.
The government of social traitors, bourgeois direcof the reactionaries

to

of

restitute the

the

power to the executioners of the proletariat and the
bourgeois lackeys, but for the purpose of attaining the
complete liberation of the proletariat, of establishing the
government of the working class and the socialist system.
The proletariat of Soviet Russia as well as of the
whole world are wmtching wnth tense anxiety the heroic
struggle in wdiich you a>e engaged, full aware that the
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victory of the German proletariat will serve as a signal for
the commencement of the International Social Revolution.
We firmly trust that you will achieve your high aim,
that you wdll knock the arms out of the criminal bourgeoisie and will establish the dictatorship of the working
class-

>

.

general strike resulted in the defeat

tors
and catholic leaders, - a government guilty of
oppressing the proletariat and of flirting with the generals who were preparing
the coup d’etat of the Kapp
conspirators,— this government, oblivious of the past, is
now making every endeavour to return to the position
which you have gained from them and to renew their
old policy of merciless suppression of the workers.
But you, comrades, have resolved not to allow this.
You have not taken up arms for the purpose of returning

Once more you come

to the assistance of your brothms, the workers and peasants. Retaining the rifle in one
hand, ready to resist any. fresh attempt of the enemy, you
1 ave
taken the hammer and the axe in the other hand to
r ssist
in the difficult transition to peacefuR construction.
More than that. Your defence of the freedom and the
gains of Worker-Peasant Soviet Russia has served as* an
impetus to .the International Social Revolution. Your
struggle is an example to the. workers of all the world
has awakened everywhere a desire to fight for the
c nd
sacred rights of the workers, for the complete emancipation of the w'orkers from all oppression and exploitation.
Neither the Russian nation nor the workers of the
w'orld will ever forget your heroism and your sacrifices,
"'he glorious deeds of the Red Army and the Red Fleet
('f the Russian
Socialist Federal Soviet Republic will live
fsr ever’ in the memory of the nation, rousing an enthusiasm and a wdll to struggle in the heart of every honest
'
'
A/orkingman.
Long live the Red Army and Red Fleet!

of the 9th. Congress of the R. C. R.
to tlie German Proletariat.
The 9th. Congress of the R. C. P. sends hearty greetings to the German workers and wishes them
success in
the difficult struggle which they have undertaken.
Brothers! Your unanimous manifestations, the successful

i^reetiii^s

ordon^oMhe'hunger blockade and 'ybu^'have compelled
the numerous enemies of the Soviet Republic to negotiate
(

this

powerful lever for the liberation of labour from
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live. Soviet Russia!
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Long'

live the International Soviet

Long

live the International

the capitalist yoke.
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Republic!

Social Revolution!
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Long
Long
Long
Long

live the.

live the
live the

German proletariat!
German Red Army!
German Soviet Socialist Republic!

live the International Socialist Revolution!
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both quantitatively and qualitaticorrectly to effect a complete utilisation of the flow of labour power, to eliminate disunited
efforts, small kustar industries, labour partisanship, without
entirely and harmfully suppressing all these but by leading
them and establishing them within the limits of the ge-

productivity of labour,
vely; in

Kesdliitions of

Ueport of

Tie report

Congress of

tlie 9tli.
the

(Antral

ot the Central

tlie

K. C. P.

I

I'oiuinittee.

Commitee has convinced

the

Congress of the R. C. P. that the activity of the
former was carried on under the most difficult conditions
of soviets and
of c vil war, of energetic establishment
unprecedented growth of the Party.
The Congress is of the opinion that'in spite ot all the
experience
difficulties which the Central Committee had to
was
the ])olicy of the Party and the work of organisation
on tie whole correctly and firmly carried oiit.
The Congress expresses its approval of the activity of
the Central Committee.
nth.

j

c

due

dme and

neral state plan.

rniiomiity

n.

The basic condition

of
of

the
the

Keonomic Plan.
economic regeneration

of

the undeviating introduction of a uniform
economic plan to be carried out in the nearest historic
epoch. This economic plan is naturally enough, owing to
the general economic collapse and impoverishment of the
country divided into a number of consistent interdepenthe country

is

main problems;
and foremost the improvement in the state of
delivery of an indispensable
transport, formation and
reserve of corn, fuel and raw materials;
b) machine construction in connection with transport
and for purposes of obtaining fuel, raw material and corn;
c) an increased production in machine construction for
the manufacture of products of general consumption;

dent

a) first

TIk

Inimeiliate

Problems of Kcoiioniic

Coji-

stnictioii.
1.

The

Im-reaspii

Proiiuctivity cf

fiahour.

pleased to recognize the undoubted
leading
signs of increased productivity of labour among the
warn all
worl:ers; it, however, considers it its duty to
against
loca and central institutions of the Soviet Republic

The Congress

is

exaggerating the value of the results attained.
gain really
''he only condition under which labour can
imp)rtant results is firstly, if every attempt will be made
of
by lurther agitation and organisation of our party and
unions to inspire the many-millioned labour
tlie trade
masses of town and country with the necessity for enerwork and increased productivity of
enthusiastic
geti
:,

economic
iabcur, and, secondly, if the central and local
organisations will take all the necessary measures to keep
the increased
a sharp eye on all the manifestations of

d) an increased production of articles for general consumption.
The cornerstone of the technical side should be the
wide utilisation of electric power and all its latest improvements; this should be applied in the Various stages of
the general economic plan according to their respective
importance:
electrification of
1. The elaboration of the plan for the
social production and the realisation of the minimum programme of electrification; that is to say, the utilisation of
the principal sources of electric supply and of the existing electric stations as well as of a part of those which

are

now being

erected in the various central towns.

— —
t)

2 The erection of district electric stations and main
cables of electric transmission with a corresponding increase of the productivity of all manufactures connected with
elect] ic supply, etc.
3 The next step is the construction of electric stations
in the various urban districts, the further development of
an eectric network and the gradual electrification of the
most important industrial processes.
of industry, transport and agri4. The electrification
Rep'ublic
culture. The economic centres of the Soviet
siiou d lay all their plans in connection with the above
chief economic plan; all the principal powers and means
should in the first place be mobilised consistently and
systematically to carry out the immediate economic needs.
far as possibilities are arising in Soviet Russia for
foreign trade, this should be entirely subjected to the
requirements of the principal economic plan.
A1 auxiliary industrial processes— the need for whiclr
tasks— should be
arise: for the execution of the principal
developped as far as there is real necessity. Productions
which are not indispensable to the general plan of the
economic period should be maintained only in so far as
that :an in no way interfere with the execution of the
chief problems. In view of ail this the current economic
task Df the Soviet economic centres must represent not
only the mere sum-total of registered needs and requirement; but should emanate with an iron consistency from
The v^hole economic plan which has been drawn up with
a view to the forthcoming period.
T le. realisation or this plan is possible not by means
of a casual, individual heroic effort of the leading elements
of th i working class, but by means of stubborn, systematic, organised labour attracting ever greater masses of
workers. The success of this kind of gradually increasing
mobi isation and labour education is only possible by a
constant elucidation to the mass of the urban and rural
workers of the essence of the economic plan, its consi-

stency and its tangible results, which, however, become
possible only after a long term of intense work and great
sacrifices.

Mobilisation

III.

(d‘

Skilled W(nkers.

The 9th. Congress approves of-the theses of the Central
Committee of the R. C. P. on the mobilisation of the
industrial proletariat, compulsory labour service, militarisation of industry and the application of military detachments to economic needs.
In connection with
the above the Congress decrees
that the Party organisations should in every way assist
the trade unions and the labour department in registering
all skilled workers with a view to employ them in the various branches of production with the same consistency
and strictness as was done and is being carried out to
the present time with regard to the commanding staff for
army needs.

Every

skilled

worker

is
to return to his particular
the retention of skilled workers in
allowed only with
the sanction of the corresponding central and local a'uthori-

trade. Exceptions,

any other branch

i.

e.

of Soviet service is

lies.

VI.

Mass Mobilisation for

('oinjuilsory

Labour

Service.

necessary from the very beginning to place the
for labour service on a proper footing;
that is to say to establish upon every occasion anas exact
as possible proportion between the Clumber of mobilised,
their place of concentration, the extent of the labour proIt

is

mass mobilisation

blem

hand

and

the requisite amount of tools and
equally necessary to secure technically
cempetent and politically firm trainers and organisers for
all mobilised labour
sections; such organisers are to be
in

appliances.

It

is

\

party
as

that

mobilisation of communist labour
was done in the establishment of

VI.

From Trust

Centralisation

to

Socialist Centralisation.

The present form of industrial organisation is the form
characteristic of a transition period. The Labour State has
nationalised the capitalist trusts, complemented them with
sociai system vvneiner o
capitalism had its way
compjuision and labour educatio

individual enterprises of the same branch of industry
and has combined after the same method all the branches
of industry which were not formed into trusts under capi-

exploi ers.

This re-organisation has resulted in the entire
industry of the country becoming a number of concurrent
combines economicaly independent though united by the
Supreme Council of Public Economy.
Under capitalism every trust was in a position to
acquire the requisite quantity cf material and labour power at the nearest gccds
arket and labour exchange,
whereas, under the present conditions these enterprises can
receive all that they require both in material aid in men
only by older of the Central organs of tl e united organisation of public econom.y. Unfortunately the methods ol the
centralisation which w ere apphed immediate y after the
expropriation of the bourgeosie l(d to the mionstrous
form of red tape and de ay which are of course of
great harm to our indu.^try. Under the conditions which
existed at the time of the revolution and taking into consideration the vastness of the country, the extreme indt finiteness and changeableness of the principal factors of
production, the disorganised transport and con.munication,
the uncertain methods and equally uncertain results of
economic registration,— the imperfection and delay resultant
was unavoidable.
The task of organisation consists in preserving and developping the vertical centralisation of Head State Departments
combining it with the horizontal subimssion of the various
enterprises to economic regions, where the enterprises of
the various branches of industry of diverse economic importance have to draw their raw material, transport means,
and labour power from the same sources,

hvery

alism or

talism.

Th? Soviet system is faced w
lopping its own methods of labour
increase of
this

method

economy

all

the
is

and wh
based on th

intensity
to

be

in the interests of the wl

m

r
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VII. Oblast

Economic Organisations.

^ith regard to the extensive regions, which are situated
from the centre and where peculiar economic conditior s prevail, the Congress finds it necessary to establish
in ‘he most immediate future competent and strong economic oblast organs which are to be represented by the

far

state centres.

These oblast bureaux, composed of experienced men
adhering to the general State policy, should be endowed
with full authority for the control of local economic life,
for on the purpose of uniting both the Provincial Councils
of 'iconomy and the Regional administrations, to carry
out on the basis of a plan approved by the centre all the
necessary alterations, transfer of raw material and labour
po\^er, etc., as circumstances may require.
In accordance with these tasks the staffs of the oblast
bureaux should also comprise authorised delegates connected with the economic central administrations.
In

view

of the fact that oblast

economic bureaiix

act

accordance with the powers with which they are authorised by the Soviet Government the regulations of the
7th. Congress of the Party apply also to the relations
in

between the above oblast bureaux
(PrDvincial) Executive Committees.

and the government

The definition of the extent and frontier of those
oblasts where oblasts agencies of the Centre are to be
estiblished is to be based on economic considerations.
Th i oblast agency is to be represented also by the
Labour Army in connection with questions of the utilisatioi of labour power at its disposal.
In view of the fact that in certain localities the Labour
Army Councils, to a great extent fulfil the functions of

•

oblast economic organs, it is decided that in the future
they should also deal with the same questions. If that
will become necessary they may carry out all the necessary changes with regard to the admi.’istrative apparatus
without resorting to the formation of other parallel oblast
organs.
VIII.

of a System of Socialist Centralisation.

A special commission is to be established at
Supreme Council of Public Economy and its local

the Susections
for the study of the question of coordination and the
inter-relationship between the various economic organs,
central and local; the simplest methods of obtainig the
requisite quantity of raw material or amount of labour
power for various enterprises; how to secure additional
labour power and so forth, without applying in every
individual case to the centre and without infringing the
general State plans. Soviet Public Economy will change
from the present form of centralisation, the kind which
still bears traces of capitalist trusts, to an actual socialist
centralisation which embraces under a single plan every
sphere of public production in every part of the country.
The following are the conditions: that improvement based
on actual experience is constantly introduced, that the
shortest possible distances are chosen for the transport
of raw material and manufactured products and that the
best methods are utilised for the application of the labour
power of the oblast for the needs of the province, town

and every

district.

IX. The Organisation of Industrial Administration.
chief problem in the organisation of industry is
create a competent, firm and energetic directorship,
whether the question is one of an individual enterprise
or of an entire sphere of production.

The

to
(province)
') An oblast is an area uniting more than one goubernia
uncer one local organisation.

The Elaboration

(

i
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For tlie purposes ot attaining a less complex and
mor( exact form of industrial administration as well as in

or three worker-:,
the qtiality of as ism Us to

nterests of the economic management of the organipowers of the country the Congress finds it necesto introduce in industrial administration instead of
itherto prevailing management by collegiates and boards
a ni.magement by single persons; the Congress therefore
decries tlie establishment of a one-man management in
worl shops and guilds and in factory and works administraboards in
tion:. as well as decreasing the collegiates and
average-sized and more important links of the
all tie

must necessarily be a s^-?cia is».; these
nght of control of even bra cn ol 'ac

c)

the
sing
sary
the i

adm.nistrative productive apparatus.
The extremely important question of the drafting into
industrial ma agement of ever increasing circles of the
worlnng class should be solved by the application of a
number of measures; the most important of which will be
enumerated below, but none of which are to be carried
out at the cost of the stability, competency and the
sim])licity of the apparatus.
"'aking into consideration the fact that no absolute
type of administration of Soviet enterprises, of combines
of ent.^rprises and of entire spheres of production has yet
been established and also that the formation of the requiand so forth, is
site cadres of administrators, directors,
the Congress recognizes it both
still in its initial stages
as possible and admissible, for the purproses of ultimately arriving at one-man management, to employ the foliowin y system in industrial administration, viz:
n) a' trade - unionist working man managing - director,
one possessing a firm will, the quality of persistence and
in particular the capacity of selecting and employing specialists, engineers, mechanics, etc.,—-is to have the technical assistance of an e igineer;
b) a fully competent specialist engineer in the quality

—

two

but are not entitled to

:

the

pe id

of

trade m.-ons,

maimgi. g

tiiv,

dirtictor

in

who

Us enjo/the
ad ninib-ranon

as.Usi.

ordv.rs

of

th

ging director;

mana-

where there are si'^a collegiates or boards vrorkipg
in ciose and harmonions con.
act, the s veral members of
whiCii form a complement to each other
and „ho have
proved by actnal exDerience iheT mbmient working
capad)

1

are to be retained with the introdiicbon
of an extension of the riglits and priviliges of thf^
president who is
to be lesp nsible for the worn of
the entire boa;d. Collegiates or boards of the nicdiuni and
higher or-~ans
of economic ad n-nistratiou s^mh
as government (prolinC'ai) Councils oi Pubhe .co omy,
regional administrations,
chi.;t depaUments and
sections slionid be limited to a
mimmurn number of m--inbers v/itli a president resnonsible
lOr the work of the enti:e admi.Ustrat
0:1.
At all eve Us an impei '^tive conditio i in the
improvement of economic organza Lion and the increase of
production is the actual esmbiish neiit in
evr y sph ’e of li'o of
the reoeatedi
proclaimed pri'^ci. le of i:^! and absolute
responsibility of a given oerso i fo.^ a
dtiinite branch,
section or piece
f
work. The form oi hoards as practi.-ed
ill
the process of discussions and frarni,:g
of resolutions
are unconditionally to give place to
one-man responsiDiii.y a id ma lagement in the
process oi execution. The
degree oi fitness or an organ sation is to
be judged by
the measure to which functions, duties
and responsibilities
are strictly divided.
city,

3

;

-

N 0 t C-. A careful control of all work of administrations^ b th with the ami of a constant
selection of personell and of a practical establishment
of the best
means oi combining th activity of w^’orkers and
spe-

managing director of the enterprise who is to be
assisted by a trade union worker commissary fully authorishid and bound to participate in every detail of the

cialists

concern;

Economy.

of actual

s

members

s!

ecial

in

administration

organ under
to

the

is

to be

Supreme

established

Council

of

by a
Pubhc

•

I
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The organisation of leading industrial institutions
managed by board or under single managenent must be carried on in agreement with the organs of the Supreme Council of Public Economy

'vhether

ind the corresponding organs of the All-Russian Ceitral Council of Trade Unions.
Specialists who carry out the duties of directors or
occupy analogous posts are to be appointed in the same way.

X. Mass Workers

to

be

Attracted

into

Industrial

Administration.

able

cation

workmen should be given an opportunity

stration

to

perfect the

working

of

the iactory;
b) to organise
entei prises

the iitudv

or
of

in

a

propaganda

for the

general meeting of

increase

all

of

pro-

the workers of

......

_

connection with large individual
connection with combines classes for
in

industrial

with

their

own

work;
c) workers
who have acquired such training are to
appointed as assistant foremen or assistants to the managing director cf the factory;
d) workers who have acquired the preliminary practical
qualifications are to be appointed to independent posts in
connection with industrial administration, first in enterprises of secondary size and later on in more important

administration,

where

XI. Specialists in Industry.

and the

circles

duction under the assistance of the trade unions and of
the Supreme Council of Public Economy, not limiting it
to appeals for increased production of labour only, but
raising questions of a concrete and technical nature in
connection with various spheres of industry and individual
enterprises; to insist that every individual worker of a
facto -y have a perfect idea of the character and place
cccuDied by his particular factory in the general system
systematic periodical
of public economy; to introduce a
(moi thly, for instance) discussion of the report of the
administration of the amount of work performed for the
preceding month and of the industrial plan for the forth-

coming month by

interfering

acquire
adminiproductive

to
of

concerns.

constant attraction of fresh elements from the_ midst of
the v^orking class capable of carrying out organising work
in production.
F )r this purpose;
a;

without

elements

it

whole masses

the

Cl

—

a practical training in the necessary

indispensable to take energetic mea^’nres for the industrial organisation of the edu-

The Congress considers

15

the

more

Being

of opinion tha^ without a scientific organisation
industry even the widest application of compulsory
labour service and the greitest labour heroism of the working class will not only mil to secure the establishment
of a powerful socialist
production but will also fail to
assist the country to free itself from the clutches of poverty,— the congress considers it imperative to register all
able specialists of the various departments of public economy and widely to utilise them for purposes of industrial
organisation.
Without altogether abolishing the further necessary
control over and severe punishment of all counter-revolutionary elements striving to utilise their offices for purposes of hindering and undermining the economic regime—
the Congress at the same time reminds all the members
of the party and in the most categorical form of the necessity of ideologically interesting and attracting all specialists into the s 'here of the industrial
interests of the
Soviet Republic. Tne Congress makes it incumbent upon
all party members to strive, in strict correspondence with
the spirit and the letter of our programme, to establish an
atmosphere of comradely collaboration between workers and

of

1

1

—

K.

~

whom the proletarian regime has inherited from
Dourgeois system.
The Congress considers the elucidation to the wide
masses of the workers of the trenierdciis chaiacter of the
ecoi om:c prcblems of the cciintiy to be ere of ih.e chief
problems of industrial and general political agitation and
orofaganda; of equal importance is technical educaadministiative and scientific technical experience.
ion,
The Congress makes it obligatory to all the members of
the party mercilessly to figtit that particulary obnoxious
form of ignorant conceit which deems the working class
capcble of solving all prcblems without the assistance

specialists

the

in

the

most

responsible

cases

of

nisation, and, se^condly, to the

specialists

of sDcialist

A

fact

that

the

most

class-

conscious and best elements of the railway
workers were
at the various fronts of the civil
war.
Considering wide trade union assistance
to the railway
worKers to be one of the principal
tasks of the party,
wh!c,i IS the omy condition under
which transport can be
raised to its due height,— the
Congress at the same time
recognizes tlie inflexible necessity of
employing exclusive
and extraordina.y measures (martial
law

bourgeois school. The demagogic elements v;ho speculate on this kind of frejuclice of the n ore backward
section of cur ^\orking classes can have no place in the
ranks of the party of scientific sccialism.
l^cgisTation of individual outpit or productivity of
labcur and the granting of cenespendh'g indiv'dnal premiu 5 must also be carried out in a way suitable to administ: ative tech.rJcal staff. Better condhions must be secured for our best administrators and engineers to enable
then to make full use of their capacities in the interests

of the

and so forth).
Such necessity is the result of the
terrible coilapse of the
transpoit and oi the railway system
and is to introduce
measures winch cannot be delayed
and which are to
obviate the complete paralysis of
the railway system and
together with this the ruin of the
Soviet Republic
Appreciating the Chief Section of
Political Propaganda

economy.

special system of prenr’um.s

is to be established for
those spec absts under whose guidance the v/erkers can
atta n the necessary qualiiications to miake them capable
to eccept further independent posts.
>
The prejudice against joining trade unions still held
by T.e higher technical staff c f cur co 'cerns and institutions miust be completely eradicated. By including in their
organisations doctors, engineers, surveyors, etc., the trade
unie ns will, with the comradely collaboration of the organised proletariat, assist these elements to take an active
part in the wo'k of Soviet construction and will at the
samis time acquire the sp-^cific training and scientific knowledge and experience necessary to the workers.

of

Ways and Communications from

gress looks upon this Section as a
the C.ommuinst Party and of
the

this

aspect the Contemporary orean of

Soviet

Government

pursuing simultaneously two inseparable
aims,
immediate improvement of the siate of

means

01

viz

the

our transport bv-

die organised activity of our
trusted coiiiLnistl
the bebt representatives of the
working class, and

ging the trade union railway Or.a.nni^ntinn hw

•'if.

enlar
,

IS

—
the government rules. At the same time wherever raw
material is supplied a system for the payment of goods
thus supplied should be introduced by products and semimanufactures to the extent and in a form to be established
in each individual case, as that is already being practised
with regard to hemp, flax and so forth.

the above section despatches
as well as by assisting the
an iron
trade union itself to establish in its organisation
indidi^cipline, thus changing the railway union into an
spensable instrument for effecting an improvement in the
til?

it

to

whom

best workers

various

railway points,

railway transport.
^
Upon the execution of this work the Chief Section tor
,

.

Pol; ical

Propaganda

of

Ways and Communications and

XiV. The Labour

its

The

-organs 'should in the shortest time possible be
local
merged wdih the trade union organisation ot the railway
with
-pfol'dariat on the one hand and on the other hand
for
the normal institutions of the Peoples’ Commissariat

Food Problems.

'^he following are the

prominent problems

policy;

,

,

To

collect at

our
lion poods.

tion

of

forces

food

of the

the cost of the greatest possible exera food reserve of a few hundred mli,

-

^

importance

cialist

educational aspect.

a

The following

are

the

is of

so-

condi-

number

of

communists whose example

is

to

influence the Red Army detachments.
The drafting into the labour army of larger military
units will inevitably result in a higher percentage of Red
Army men not being engaged in production. Therefore
the utilisation of entire labour armies under conditions o

r

preservation of the military apparatus is justifiable only
where is necessary for military purposes to preserve
the army in its entirety. But as soon as necessity disappears in this direction the usual large staffs and administrations are to be dismissed and its best elements consisting of skilled workers to be utilised for the formation
of small pioneer labour detachments to be sent to the

rests of

important
ces lary in the first place to supply the most
apparatus; a more
ind-istrial enterprises and the transport

must be employed in connection
changes arising in industrial undertakings, the
intioducfon of a system of premiums in kind and so on).
One of the most important problems both as regards the

wit.i

from

equal

district of a

>.
To distribute this reserve to the tood bases of the
prircipal districts of industrial conceniration.
T Closely and strictly to subject the Food policy
inteespecially as far as distribution is concerned, to the
the revival of industry and transport. (It is ne-

flexible

.Vrinies.

detachments for labour
practical economic and

of military

tions for a beneficial and extensive application of military
labour:
a) simple character of work, for which all the Red
Army solidiers are equally fit;
b) the application of a system of alloted tasks, the nonfulfillment of which leads to a decrease of rations;
c) the introduction of the premium system;
d) the participation in the w^ork in the same labour

Wa)s and Communications.
Xlll,

utilisation

manoeuvring

the

most important industrial enterprises.

of
re-establishment of industry as well as in the interests
of a reforeign commercial exchange is the formation
of raw material must
st rve of raw matv,rial. The supply
and the
be based on the system of government levy
with.
obligatory delivery of raw^ material in accordance

XV. Labour

Owing
workers

iA

Desertion.

to the fact that a co isiderable part of the
either in search of better food cor.ditions or

often or purposes of speculation voluntarily leave their
places of employment or charpe frcm place to place,
which inevitably .mpai s n:oduction ai cl deteriorates the
woikiny class tne Coi gress congener. 1 p sit'on of
siders one of the irosl imrortant problems o. tlie Soviet
Governmerit and of the trade union or/a isations to be
the establishment of a firm, systematic aro insi. tent strupgle
agaimt labour dese tion. The v/ay to fighi this is to publish a
cckmiri of desert on fi"c^, the formation of labour detacliments
of deserters under fine and iii.aHy, iiilerameiit in coiicen-

—

camps.

tratioi

.:vi.

an;, liikk

More

attention should be given to the free labour (Subotuiki) :>at,irdays taking place in the provinces. Such work
should be selected for the Subotniki as is of greater interest
.0 th( local population; this work shoiitd be given the

chara:.er or a coilective labour effort for widely understood
aims, and attviiipts slio; d be made not ordy to attract
non- party men to this work but even tne general local
popiil ition, men a^a moinen. A carefully e^ai orated techplan of every Subntrik is of equal importance,
nical
as Will as a str'et at d most advantageous distribution of

and an essentiallv economical utilisation o‘ such
Only under siich co' ditions will the Subbotriki
take loot, attract ever new masses and enthuse the ordinary work wiih new intitiative and a renewed will.

forces
forces

XVI

.

Locemctiyc

Itvpe.irs

ar<l

tlm Coiistraction

cl

New

Lncamotivos.

which is given to
In addition to the encouragement
the iritiative of every individual group of workers in tie
work of repairing our rohvig stock it is, h-wever, also
necessary to understand that this makeshift, method of helping :he tra 'sport can cnly bear a temporary character,
as this method absorbs too much skilled labour and

employs factory

.

I

plants which have orginally been set
aside for other purposes.
In view of the fact that little hope can justifiably be
entertained for obtaining in the nearest few months or
even years a large number of locomotives from abroad
the inevitable necessity arises for a large-scale manufacture
of the most indispensable reserve parts, and later on also
of locomotives to an extent far exceeding the pre war
output. The one condition of success in this direction is
the exact elaboration and the energetic realisation of a
wide plan calculated for a considerable number of the
most suitable works on the American system of production, i. e. of a strict division of the process of production to detailed functions, with the substitution of skilled
workers by others who are only partly skilled but who
are to work urder the guidance of trainers.

XyUl. Model

Enterjirises.

Along with the general measures for raising the economic production of the country and the industrial output
of labour the Congress also deems it very important to
introduce in suitable districts the establishment of model
enterprises of the principal branches of industry. These
enterprises which are to be selected in accordance with
the general economic plan for technical, geographical and
other considerations are to be speedily
supplied with
additional plans, with the necessary amount of labour
power and engineers, as well as with provisions, fuel and
raw material. The best administrators and engineers are
to^ be placed at the head of these enterprises. All the political
propaganda and other such needs of th se model
enterprises are to be supplied by the Central Committee
of the Russian Communist Party under its direct supervision and control. Reports of the progress of work on
these model enterprises are to be periodically supplied to
and published by the press. As soon as that will become

and administrative courses of study are
to te established in connection with the above enterprises, becoming a sch ol of industrial education and the
health of technical and economic creative genius for an
extensive region and a vast industrial sphere if, not even
posi.ible technical

for

the entire country.

XIX. Paper am! Printing.
view

the fact that the first condition of the
suc( ess of the Soviet Repuolic in all departments, induing the economic, is chiefly a printed systematic agitation
the Congress draws the
attention of the Soviet
Goxernment to the deplorable state in which our paper
and pr.nting industries find themselves. The ever decreasing number of newspapers fail to reach not only the
pea ;ant but even the worker, in addition to which our
poo* technical means render the papers hardly readable.
The Congress strongly appeals to the S ipreme Council
of Public Economy, to the corresponding trade unions and
to C'ther interested institutions to apply all efforts to raise
the quantity of paper manufactures, to improve its quality, to introduce general system and order in the printing
bus ness which will secure for worker-peasant Russia a
supply of socialist printed matter.
in

of

The Organisation of Connections Between the
Economic Commissariats.
With the aim of assuring the complete introduction of
the uniiorm economic plan as confirmed by the Congress
of the Party the Congress ci arges the Central Committee
within the shortest time to draw up a system of connections between the Supreme Council of Public Economy
and the institutions which are closely bound with the

Economic Commissariati (Commissariats
a^d Communications, Agriculture) in their

—

XX. The

First of

Mav.

n keeping with the great immediate problems with
which the socialist revolution is faced the Congress

dec

'ees;

That the International Proletarian Festival of the 1st.
which falls this year upon a Saturday,
should be transformed into a grand All-Russian Labour

of JAay, the date of

Sat

uday (Subbotnik).

——

work.

for

Food,

Ways

daily routine of

o«o

The Question of Trade Unions and

tlieir

Organisations.
I.

The

General Conditions and

Trade Unions in the Epoch

of

General

Problems

Proletarian

of the

Dictatorship.

proletarian dictatorship the trade unions change
of struggle against the traders in labour
power and the capitalist ruling class, in o an apparatus
of the dominating workirg class. The principal problems
of the trade unions are those of economic and educational
organisation. These problems the trade unions are to
solve not entirely of their own accord, not as an independent organised power but as one ol the principal
apparatus of the Soviet State guided by the Communist
Party. Only under this condition will a firm system of

Under

from

organs

proletarian
vived.
II.

dictatorship

be

established

and industry

The Trade Unions and the Soviet

re-

State.

imaginable form of
1) The Soviet State is the widest
labour organisation, which is actually realising the construction of communism, constantly attracting to this work

/
2

ever growing masses of the peasantry. On tlie other hand
the Soviet State represents a labour organisation which
has ct its disposal all the material means of compulsion.
In it: present form of proletarian dicta orship the Soviet
State is the lever of an economic upheaval. No question
is therefore involved of opposing the organs of the trade
unior s to the organs of the Soviet Government.
2) Politics may be said to be the most concentrated
expression of the generalisations and culmination of economics. Therefore any antagonism of the economic organisation of the working class known as the trade unions
towaids its political organisation, i. e. the Soviets, is an
absu dity and is a deviation from Marxism towards bourgeois ideas and particularly towards bourgeois trade union
prejudices. This kind of antagonism is still more prejudicial
and absurd during the epoch of proletarian dictatorship
when all the struggle of the proletariat and the whole of
its political and economic activity should more than ever
be cc ncentrated, united and directed by one single will

the growth of the development of the communist consciousnes and the creative capacities of the masses the trade
unions will gradually change into auxiliary organs of the
is not reasonable to suppose that the
proletarian state.
contrary is likely to happen.
5) In pursuing this line the trade unions carry out
their most important function, namely, that of economic
administration, by penetrating into the Soviet organisabasis of the
tions, and gradually become the principal
I

Soviet economic apparatus.
111

1)

guard

The trade unions,

admi

of a

in

link

their

between

and should raise them to the level of
the trade unions should prepare the most
section of the proletariat for the part of builders

listratively

Soviet State under
rian

its

is

being

present historical

created

form

of

working

and the Ccinmimist Party.
the organisation of the vanguide of the proletarian movefor the establishment of the
is

class, the

It

possess

by the
proleta-

i

life.

necessary that every trade union
organised fraction of the
Communist Party. Every fraction of the Party represents
a section of the local organisation which is under the
control of the party committee, whilst fractions of the
All-Russian Central Council of Trade Unions are under the
control of the Central Committee of the Russian Communist Party. All the regulations of the All-Russian Central
Council of Trade Unions concerning conditions and organisation of labour are binding upon all trade union orga3)

;

I

of the

policy in

dictatorship.

4 These call for the need of a close union between
the Soviet apparatus and the trade union apparatus. In
view of the fact that the Soviet Government represents a
widei all-embracing organisation concentrating the entire
power of the proletariat it becomes apparent that with

I'liious

unions though nominally remaining non-party in reality
adhere to the communist policy and actually realise this

communism;

backward
of thi communist order which

The Trade

exercises a great influence on
the non-party sections of the workers through the communist circles and fractions whicn are to be found in all
labour organisations, and what is of the greatest importance, which are to be found in all trade union organisations. Proletarian dictator.-.hip and the construction of
socialism is only possible to the extent to which the trade

quality of a school for
the section of the
prole ariat which has not as yet completely liberated itself
from the old guild and trade union traditions on the one
side ind the Communist party on the other side -should
educite the masses, organise them culturally, politically and
3)

.

The Communist Parly

ment and of the struggle
communist system.
2) The Communist Party

and bound by an iron unity.

communism and

—

is

a

therefore

strictly disciplined,

27

upon members of the parly working
ard can be repealed by no other party organs
the Central Committee of the Par y. The local
ittees which control aid direct the ideologic (pro)iis

as well as

participation in labour inspection, educates the workers
interests them in the general activity and role of
the factory or works, (this is done by means of reports,
accounts, etc.) the factory or works committees also assist
in the selection of labour administrators and control the
activity of the commissions in charge of instituting and
changing the rates of pay.
4. The Trade Unions
participate in the formation of
the administration of factor.es or works, This is effected
with the consent and agreement of the corresponding
organs of the Supreme Council of Public Economy; the
principle of election must now give place to that of seexperience and
lection which is to be based on practical
qualifications, on technical competency, firmness, organising capacity and business efficiency of the candidates.

1

and

da) activity of the trade unions are rot entitled to
or direct the sa d trade uriors in any other of
ictivities.
The relationship between the local party
ittees and the trade union
fractions are established
lue precision by corresponding paragraphs of the
Rules.
il

The Forms of Participation
e Kccnunic Apparatus of

VI.

tl

of

the

the Trade

Proletarian

Unions

in

State.

the trade unions uniting
1) In view of the fact that
the workers of the various large branches of industry, are

Regional administrations and administrations of facor works consist of persons appointed with the
consent and agreement of the Central Committee of the
corresponding union on the one hand, of the Collegiate or
board of the Chief Department and of the Centre on the
other, or, in the event of direct control of the Supreme
Council of Public Economy, by agreement with and under
conditions of th? final sanction of the Presidium of the latter.
6. The Presidiums or boards of the government (provincial) Councils of Public Economy are formed by agreement with the provincial trade union and ihe government
(provincial) Executive Committee. The Chief Departments
and Centres are formed by rgreement with the Central
Committees of the trade unions and the corresponding
sections of the Supreme Council of Public Economy. Finally, in so far as the Supreme Council of Public Economy
itself is concerned the candidates for its Presidium are appointed by the Convention of Councils of Public Economy a id
are formed with the close participation of the Trade Unions.
such as
7. All other leading economic organisations,
those which are in charge of mobilisation, distribution,
the registration amd protection of labour, in the form of
5.

closel/ connected with such industries and naturaly enough
under the circumstances represent here a competent o^ganisati )n,— they thertfoie represent the chief bases of those
economic organisations which direct and control industry.
2) This is manifested by the fact that although the
trade unions represent no individual separate organisation
nd can under no circumstances be said exclusively

tories

i

and

mtirely to direct Industry in the Soviet Republic
are yet an impoitant factor participating as they
do in every de’ail of the organisation of production. It
must also be mentioned that not a single trade union
interfering with the
organisation is guilty of directly

they

of production in any enterprise.
The factory or works committee is the lowest seci)r group of the trade un.on. Without interfering with

course
3)

tion
the administration of production of a given entei prise the
Facte ry Committee performs the following functions: it
assists in the raising of labour discipline by all measures
poss'.Dle including disciplinary courts of honour; along
with the general political propaganda it carries on also^ an
industrial labour propaganda; it attracts the workers into

i

.

-V*

r

I

28
the

Q

ief

for the Protection of Labour and so
formed analogically to the organisa-

Committee

forth are also to be

tions set out in § 6.

Thus

obvious that the trade unions play a most
spheres of industrial admi-

is

it

important and

vital role in ail the

nistrat

on and

genera

ly;

administration of public economy
destined constantly to increase with

the

in

this role

is

the growth of the level of the civilisation
class cs a whole.

V.

Preseitt

The defeat

of

the

working

Tasks of the Trade- Unions.

white armies and the problems of
peaceful construction in connection with the catastrophic
position of public economy demand an extraordinary straining of all the powers of the proletariat and the drafting
into the process of public labour of the wide masses of
the pej santry. The trade unions should therefore use their
in this difficult and
full apparatus for the participation
intense struggle for economic revival.
2) 111 accordance with the above all the methods of the
activity of the trade unions should be radically changed.
Since Ihe proletariat as a class is faced with the task of
a tranjition of its method of work to that of „war time
work", ihat is to say to the highest degree of precision,
execution and responsibility, intensity and rapidity of
execution and selflessness a.id self-sacrifice on the side of
a’-l
this equally applies first of all to the
the workers,
organs of industrial administration generally and consequentl} also to the trade unions.
3) In simulation to the leading party of the proletariat
the trale unions should recognize their own apparatus;
they siould first of ail destroy all the relics of disorganisation and carelessness, introduce a spirit of strict devotion to the business in hand and of discipline, as well as
of complete responsibility for the execution of all and every
form o activity or work with which they are entrusted.
4) 'The trade unions should take upon themselves the
task of explaining to the wide masses of the working class
1)

—

of the

the dire nece'^sity for the reorganisation of the apparatus
of industrial admin stration in the direction of greater flexib lity and cTiciency; the trale u ions are to make it
clear that this can be achieved only by a maximum decrease of the collegiates or boards of adm nistration and
itioduction of single man management of all
the gradual
i

uniis.

industrial

In this agitation it is necessary to make the following
points particularly prominent:
man management is in no case antagonia) single
stic to labour admi istradon generally; on the contrary a
more economic and extensive labour administration dethis will enable the
mands single man management,

—

administrators to be distributed among
a great number of the factories;
b) single man managem nt do s not in the least encroach upon or limit the rights neither of class, nor the
„rights“ of t'.e trade unions, as no class can adopt an
arbitrary rule and as every form of administration depends
upon its technical advantageous ness; in all instances lea-

number

of labour

ders or administrators are
ling class;
c) single

man

,,

appointed"

management secures

by the
the

entire

maximum

ruof

efficiency and responsibility;
d) SI 'gle man management ultimiately represents the
manifestation o; proletarian dictatorship even in the cases
of administration by a „specialist"; here also proletarian
dictatorship not only directs the work into a definite
in the persons of its labour commissaries keeps
track of everytlii’ g;
e) single man management does not exclude the wide
masses of the workers from administration; but it limits the
functions of direct administration to th.ose of training,

grove but

which must

in

itself

constitute an entirely separate sphere

and a special problem. At the present moment
the necessity for such a division has beco re categorical.
On the other hand tlie attraction of the masses into admiof industry

nistration by means of collegiates consisting of groups of
three and five men would be incorrect.
5) One of the principal problems of the trade unions
of officer cadres from, our workers for
is the formation
the needs of industry, i. e. vocational and technical training.
The attraction of the wide masses of workers into administration, their training, labour propaganda and so forth
remains as previously a question of the utmost importance,
in vi^w of the fact that without the solution of these
problems the raising of prodaction is an impossibility,
which in its turn makes also impossible the revival of

economic

on socialist principles.
Congress presumes that at the present, more
than at any other time, the most serious attention should
be paid by the party to the consolidation of the trade
unions; the first thing to undertake with a view to this is
unions by comto solidify the personell of the trade
plementing them with a number of the most competent
and oyal members of the communist party, preferably such
who have gone through the severe school of civil war. The
part> is to resist every effort to nullify the importance
6]

life

The

of the trade unions.

-ono
Attitude Towards the Cooperatives.
view of the party programme resolutions passed by
the 8th Congress which deal in part with agricultural
econamy and distribution and which in the opinion of the
Congress point out a correct road for the transition of
Ill

petit bourgeois co-operation into a cooperation
guided by the proletariat and the semi proletariat, the
Congress submits to the Central Commitee a proposal to
be guided in its work in this sphere by the following

the old

—

directions:

the sphere of consumers

1

4

the

work

which' was

begun

by

the

_

and
missariat for Agriculture, Commissariat for Education
determined
so forth. The period for such transfer is to be
Soviet
by the preparedness and fitness of the corresponding
department to take over the control of the above institutions.

.

,.

the cooperative apparatus for the
of
purpose of supplying the population on the principle
Commissariat.
the Food policy established by the Food
the
Those inter-relations between the cooperatives and

Fully to

enlist

under which
State organs are most correct and up-to date
under the conthe local and central cooperative societies
are in position to carry
trol of the Food Commissariat
directions
out technical and economic operations under the
this is
and immediate control of the Food Commissariat;
most of all realisable in the organisation of distribution
basis
which is taking place at the present time on the
in connection
ot the 20th March decree; as legards activity
apwith supply which reflects the constantly incieasii g^
and State
plication of the principle of compulsory State levy
under
service— this is to be exc usively the competency and
are fuhy
the authority of the economic State organs; these
the cooperative apparatus in the quality
to utilise
a technical organ

entitled

I.
I i

To complete

1.

the
decree of 20th. March and the subsequent activity of
with obtaining a predcminatirg
party in connection
organisation
influence for the party inevery branch of the
of consumers cooperatives.
parallel activity ot
2. For the purposes of obviating
gradual
both cooperative and Soviet organs to establish a
provincial and
liquidation of all local cooperative societies,
of a paralcentral branches of all those departments which are
departments. Such sectilel and competitive nature to soviet
cooperative, eduons, namely industrial, timber, agricultural,
3.
corresponding
cational and C’thers are to be transferred to the
government departments such as the Supreme Council of
ComPublic Economy, the Peoples Food Commissariat, the

co-operatives

it

is

neces-

of

of

under its control for the supply both
non-monopolised as well as monopolised products.

\

3

—

V,

I

V

:^

The cooperative apparatus of supply is to be utilised
first of all for the collection and supply of such products
and arlicles of fi st necessity which are not obtained by
government levy a. id to which State compulsion is therefore net applicable.

State orders regarding supply a e binding upon the
orgaiiisations as tnis is the only condition
under which the cooperative apparatus can be fully made
All

cooperative

use of not only for purposes of distribution,

but

also

in
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2. To put the various forms of agricultural and commercial cooperatives of a provincial and regional scale
under the control of the corresponding unions of cooperative societies with the retention oi the rights and privileges of autonomous industrial sections. As far as the
industrial economic relations are concerned the agricultuunder the
ral and commercial co-operatives are entirely

management and

the sphere of supply.

culture;

As regards

the agricultural andcornmercial cooperatives
the Coi gress completely approves of the first step made on
the basis of the 27th. January decree in accordance with

which

he organisations of individual groups of well-to-do
peasants, which are amalgamated in agricultural and home
(koustar) industrial cooperatives become subject to and
under Ihe control of consumer-cooperatives in view of

the fact that the latter include the entire

lap o p u 1 a t o n; that is to say the
the existence of the All-Russmn
ag icultural and industrial cooperatives and their amalgamation with the Central Union of which they are to become sections.
In addition to this the Congress entrusts the Central
Comrni ee to strive to achieve the re-organisation of the

bour and peasant

comple

e

abo.ition

i

of

less important and smaller agricultural and commercial
co-operative societies.
The Congress expresses the opinion that this re-organisatioi is to be guided by tne following two principles:
1. i^ll attempts should be made that the initiative
and
indeper dence of the peasant prod cers who are amalgamated and are amalgamating into these co-operatives are
not suf pressed and that the quantity of the products
which they manufacture is not decreased but is on the
contrarv increased.

control of the

Supreme Council

of

Pu-

and of the Peoples Commissariat for Agrithe consumers cooperatives should bear only an

blic hconc...
II.

^

administrative political character.
The logical and consistent realisation of the principles
which form the basis of the decrees passed on March
20th. 1919 and the 27th January 1920 in the direction
indicate 1 by the present resolution will lead to the reorganisation of the cooperatives from a more or less narrow
form of ama gamation of individual privileged groups
of the population under conditions of capitalist society

new coope:ative forms; these forms will be in keeping
with the economic and the political conditions of proletarian dictatorship and will further be capable of serving as
a basis for the organisation of supply of the population

into

on communistic

lines.

Tlio (Jueslidii of Oi'gaiiisalioii.

The immediate organizing problems of our party are
always closely connected with the immediate tasks of
a general political and social economic character. At the
present moment our party is faced v/ith a special problem
of organisation in connection witli economic probh ms.
The Party will have to coordinate its work in accordance
With the new economJc problems, to reconstruct its ranks
and to carry out a radical redistribution of forces.
3
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§ 2 ..

§

the business of the party to explain to every one
of its members that at the present
moment when the
Russic n Communist Party is responsible for the economic
life of the co intry, the mo^t lowly and common
w rk in
the economic sphere is of the greatest importance and is
to be considered responsible party work.
The following are the principal forms of party work at
the piesent time: factory work of groups led by communists, party organisation work on
railways and transport
generally, work in connection with the realisation of various forms of compulsory labour service, work of communists in organisations for the supply of wood, communal feeding organisations, barracks and house committee
organisations, work in onnection with the repair and the
Drop
working of public baths, work in connection with
he cleaning and repairing of houses, guidance and control
of
work carried on in public gardens and public
places, schools, social maintenance institutions, etc., etc.
It

s

To

chief o’'ganising

problem

4.

carry out successfully the task pointed

out in §

3,

the registration of party members must be organized on
a pro er scale. The basii of this registration must be on
the system of a single party ticket In the registiation of
the merm ers of the party both the local orga isations as
well as the Central Committee should pay paiticular attention to the member’s trade, to his economic and organi-

zing qualifications and to the part which
the economic revival of the country.

§

he can take

in

5.

This basis of exact registration of the members of the
party should be utilised in the interests of introducing a
systematic distribution of the party forces as well as to
less
a gradual transition of the manbers from limited or
responsible work to work of a more responsible and wider
nature. For the purpose of realising thi. principal task the
Congress recommends the followii g measuies:

<

Tte

-

in
a) every lower group (collective) transfers once
every one br two months a list of names to the corresponding higher oigarised group; this list is to be composed of 5—10% of the staf of the lowir group pointing

of the party is correctly to

work amongst every one of the six hundred thousand members. The general rule is that the local
organisations send each of their members to work at his
trade or speciality. The regrouping of party forces in every
town, province and factory must be carried out from the
point of view of their use in the various processes of productiem, the most important concerns should be the first
with communist-workers, whilst within
to be supplied
the htter the communists are to be distributed in such a

distribute the party

out their

wOik

in the

past and

indicating

the

particular

kind of work for which the group considers the comrades
named best suitable. Similar lists are periodically supplied

and works communis; groups or sections
committees and by the latter to the Central Commitee. At the same time the groups (collectives)
are recommended to compile the said lists with the greatest care and attention in view of the fact that the members of the group b.ar full responsibility for the comra-

by the factory
to the district

way

that every workshop possesses a formidable communist
nucleis capable of independent intitiative. This is the point
of vi( w which guides the Central Committee in the redis-

des

tribution of party forces on a national scale.

whom
b)

to

they recommend;

speed up and

successfully

raise

the

level

of

«3

:

4

A.

9

p
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the v^ork

ot the party workers in the economic sphere;
party organisations should pay the most serious attention .0 the communist fractions which are to be found in
non-party organisations, i. e, to co.nmunist fractions in
trade unions, Soviets and so forth. The above fractions
are to be requested to introduce the same form of lists as
that has been pointed out above concerning party groups
all

the factory or works committees in all the latter’s
attempts to raise the productivity of labour; they are also^
to utilise all their party authority and influence which are
to

to be as widely spread as possible

amongst the working

masses.
§ 7

.

(colle:tives).
c)

The party organisations

are to pursue a similar poorganisaLion of party confere mes. The party
organisation should have a group of conrades present at
every non-party conference, who are to examine the men
formi ig the conference for the purpose of selecting suitable
Soviet workers who could be entrusred with responsible
work. For this purpose it is necessary to organise extensive :ion-party conferences, which are to be carefully prepared and iniLiated in practical questions of economic cuns ruction not only in large
provincial cities or in towns
genera ly but also in villages, amongst the Red Army, the
militii and especially amongst women and young workers,
licy

in the

boys and

girls;

d) local party organisations shouM adopt all other possible measures which are likely to lead to the desired aim,

§ 6

.

C(*mmunists who form part of the staff of factories or
works enjoy no advantages whatever over the rank and
thj workers; their duties however are far greater
hat of the average workers. Every one of them, as
far as the every-day lile of the enterprise is concerned,
must present an example of zeal, precision and performance of duty. The party groups v/hich are to be found
in inc.ustrial
enterprises take care, without interfering in
the administration of the latter, ihat ad the direction
of
the administration are carried out unconditionally; ihes are
to rerder every assistance both to the administrationyand
file

than

0'

In all labour mobilisations as well as in the organisation of labour „Saturdays“ and „Sundays“ the local committee must keep a strict watch on the conduct of the
party members in accordance with the corresponding instructions. All those who in one or ano:her way elude the
fultilment of their labour duty are not only to be expelled
from the party organisation but are also to be entered
upon a black list so as to prevent then in the future
from occupying any past requiring public confidence.

§ 8

.

conParty propaganda should bear an economic, more
the work of the
it should utilise
for the
party in the struggle against economic ruin, etc,
ourpose of explaining to the wide masses of the people

crete, practical character,

he real nature of communism.
The party press should pay particular attention to quesshould
it
of an economic organisation character:
tions
of industrial
fully, exactly and concretely reflect the course
of individual enterprises,
life, the success or non-success
labour, pointing
the' growth or decrease of producnvity of
out the particular work or services of individual members
become
of the party and so forth. The party press should
enthusiasm
a powerful organ for the stimulation of labour
and emulation. Particular attention should be paid to the
lower
further development of party schools of both the
and higher training types to prepare workers for participation in industrial management.
t

s.

—
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should elaborate educational
curriculuTis and a more or less approximate programme
for analogous schools, paying particular
attention to the
diffusion of elementary ttchnical knowledge and to the
utilisatioi of all technical methods.
The Congress considers it indispensable to increase the
work allotted to the party members in the above mentioned dire( tions in accordance with the resolution passed
at the December All-Russian Party Congress. The Congress
I

considers

Coiiiiriittee

desirable to issue a Bulletin
to serve as a guide for agitation

it

Commitei

§ 9
In th(

amongst
should

work

Central

economic organizing work

party
members the
no case aitempt to replace

the

ir

the

.

of distributing

any way whatever

of

and propaganda.

party
the

organisation
Soviets or in

compete with them. The whole work
of the pr rfy organs in this sphere should be carried on
through he corresponding Soviet organs. The inter-relations bet ^een the party organisations and the Soviets are
to be do ninated with strict precision by the policy
set
forth in he party resolution of the 8th. Congress of the
Russian :ommunist Party, in the party Statutes and in
the resoli itions passed at the last All-Russian Congress
to

i

of the Ri issian

Communist

Party.
§

10.

The C.ongress draws

the attention of the party organisations to the necessity of increasing the organizing and
propaganda work amongst the peasantry, and especially
amongd the agricu.tural proletariat; preparing and selecting for this work special cadres of trained workers.

§ 11

For
of local

tl
c

e purpose

§ 12

.

are to unite all the party work
of a given territory. All the party members of a grouo of
a certain territory are to form part of the corresponding
party regions enjoying all the rights and bearing all the
of full members. Amalgamations of party
responsibility
members under any other system whilst remaining at the
same time under the control of the Central Committee as
that is the case with the Chief Section of the Political
Propaganda of Ways of Communications are permissible
only in exceptional ca.es under a special regulation of
the Central Committee. In such cases there should be
established the closest contact possible between the organ
which is being created and the local party committee, in
such a manner that the local Party Committee appoints
a candidate to act as a superintendent of a section of an
analogous party organ. The Central Committee of the
privilege of confirmation or rejection.
latter enjoys the
The Party Committee also enjoys the right of expressing
not enjoy the
its opinion in favour of rejection but does
right of independent rejection. The necessity is recognized
for appointing as superintendent a person belonging to
the local committee. In the event of the creation of such
an organ the local committee retains the right of disposing
of the party members who have been registered for work at
a certain Political Section, however with the consent of

The party committees

The Political Section disposes of its members
only with the consent of the party committee.

the latter.

§ 13

.

achieving a uniform construction
rganisations and their sections,— the Central Comof

mitee should in addition to the party regulations eleborate
a single scheme for the establishment of local organisations with an exact definition of their problems and tasks
and of their inter-relation with the party committee.

The Congress

borate the plan of

its

.

Central
work in such a

entrusts the

Committee

way

as to:

to

ela-

-

/

—
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supplement the Secretariat by three members of the
Central Committee who are to constantly work therein;
to the secretariat all the
2) tc* transfer
immediate
questijiis of an organizing and executive character, jetaining five members of the Central Commitee to act as the
general guide of the organizing work of the Central Com1)

li j.^

^

miltee.

S 14.

The Congress

finds it necessary once more to confirm
the rule that all the Soviet work of the party members
in the provinces as well as in the centre is to be guided
by an undeviating fulfilment of the resolutions of the 7th.

Congress

of Soviets regarding Soviet construction.

§ 15.
In places where an oblast economic bureau will be established he Central Committee may form an oblast party
bureau for the purpose of enlarging and combining the
1.
party
work in the said economic district.

§

16.

The Congress entrusts the Central Committee with the
task of elaborating instructions for ihe party code.
All n aterial that concerns Soviet construction is to be
handed over to the Communist Fraction of the All-Russian Certral Executive Committee.
OjjQ

Tlie

Adoption of the Militia System.

Thi approach of the end of the civil war and the
favourab e changes in the international position of Soviet
Russia pat to the fore the question of radical changes in

41

—

the immediate economic
needs of the country.
2. On the other hand it is necessary to be quite clear
regarding this point that so long as the imperialist bourgeoisie remains in power in the most important States
the socialist Republic can under no circumstances consider

our military system

and

in

view

of

cultural

danger.
of events is likely once more to throw
the imperialists, who are continually loosing ground, upon
the road of deplorable adventures directed against Soviet
Russia.
Hence arises the necessity for maintaining our military
system on a proper footing for the purp')ose of protecting
the revolution.
period, which is likely to
3. In the present transition
be of long duration, the organisation of military forces
should be of such a nature as to assure for all workers the necessary military training without interference with productive labour. Onlv the Red Worker-Peasant Militia which is to be built
on territorial lines will he capable of achieving the desired
itself

out of

all

The progress

result.

The essence

of the Soviet Militia System is to conconnecting the army as closely as possible with
the process of production, with a view of making the labour
power of a definite economic region also tlie labour power
of the said local military detadiment.
4.

sist

in

5. The territorial division of the militia sections of regiments, brigades and divisions should coincide with the
territorial industrial conditions in such a manner that the
hearths of industry and the agricultural localities relating
to them form a basis for militia sections.
6. The organisation
of the Worker-Peasant Militia is
based on politically, militarily and technically fully trained
cadres; these cadres are to keep a registration and control of all those workers and
peasants trained by them
whom it is possible at any moment to draft into the militia district, to equip, put under arms and lead into battle.

—
The

transition to the Militia System must necessagradual and in dependence on the military, internatio lal and diplomatic position of the Soviet Republic,
with the strict condition, however, that the system retains
its full capacity for protecting the Republic.
8. With the gradual demobilisation of the
Red Army
its best sections are to
be displaced in a manner most
suital)le to the local industrial and general conditions of
life and which will tend to secure
a ready apparatus for
the alministration of the militia sections.
9. The staff
of the militia is later on
to draw ever
fresh forces by means of a close connection with the economic life of a given region. This can be effected by the
7.

rily t-e

comn anding
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to form labour

situated on a certain
territory embracing a group of let us say, mining works
with an adjacent rural district, being formed of the best
elements of the local proletariat.
10. For the purpose of thus reinvigorating the sections
traiiiiig courses for the commanding staff should be territorij lly distributed
in correspondence with the economic
militia areas, which courses are to be attended by the
best epresentatives of the local workers and peasants.
11. Military training on militia lines which is to secure
a liigi fighting capacity of the militia army is to consist:
a) of a pre-service training; in this direction the military authorities work hand in hand with the educational
autho ities, with trade unions, party organisations, the
youn^ peoples leagues, sporting associations and others.
b) of the military training of the military service age;
the period of this training is to be gradually shortened
and tie training itself to bear the character of a military
staff

of

a

division

1

political scliool.
c) of short repeated recruiting, the aim of which is to
maintain the fighting capacity of the militia sections.
12 The organisation of militia sections for the military
defence of the country should be adapted to a sufficient
degree for labour service, i. e. the section should be able
-

detachments and supply them with the necessary organisers and apparatus.
13. Developping in the direction of an armed .communist nation, the militia

serve in

its

in

organisation

present period [should prethe traits of proletarian dicta-

its
all

torship.

oDo

Work Amongst
Taking

tlie

Women

Workers.

into consideration the importance

of the 'parti-

working and peasant women in party', work
the role which working class women and the wo-

cipaticin of

and

men

of

of the poorer sections of

the peasantry play in the
the construction of the Soviet Republic, especially in connection with the immediate quesdon of the struggle against the industrial and supply
disorganisation, public feeding and education, the struggle

economic

life

and

in

against illiteracy and so forth - the 9th. All-Russian Congress
Communist Party considers all work among" the
women proletariat as a‘ question of immediate importance
and as an essential part of the general work of the party.
The 9th. All-Russian Congress proposes to all government (provincial) committees, ouyezd committees and communist groups 10 pay the most serious attention and to
take a most active part in the work amongst the women
of the

workers and peasant women;

to organise in connection
with our party connnittees women sections, wherever such
have not yet been formed and to enlarge the work in
those where they exist in conformity with the instructions
of the Central Committee; ail responsible organisers
and

superintendents of such sections are

to

be

selected

from

amongst the best party members.
Tile Congress proposes to all party organisations lo
carry on a propaganda amongst the women workers In
trade unions, to attract them for labour service and for
participation in the Communist Labour ..Saturdays^.
The Congress points out the necessity of abolishing

vvj

illilerai

way

y amongst

women

workers and peasant women, by

establishing schools for adnlts, reading rooms and
meetiiiJs on questions of the day.
A erious attitude towards the work among the women
sectior of proletariat of the town and country and the
active participation in it of all the members of the party
will S' veil the ranks of the party with fresh forces, will
infuse in it new workers and fighters in every sphere of
Soviet construction and for the realisation of the communist
system.
ol

5

Appeal of file 9th. Congress
to the Local Organisation of the I». C. P.
Th(
tion

state of transport is

communists gave

still

menacing.

The mobilisa-

until the present time

only 1.00(3
instead of the required 5.000. It is observed that the
local crganisations do not always send their most experienced organisers and trusted communists for transport
o'

men

work.
Tlu

Congress

of the

insistently reminds

all

Russian
local

Communist Party most

organisations

towards the railway transport on

which

of

their

depends the

duty
fate

of the revolution.

demanded by the Central
1)
to appear fully within the
forthcoming fortnight.
2) The party committees should offer to the Chief Section ol the Political Propaganda of the Railways, its best
5.000 communists
ttee should be made

The

Comm

membc rs.
3)

The

party

committees should support the above
organs in their activity for the impro-

section

and

vemen

of the railway transport.

its

local

Secretary of the 9th. Congress of
The Russian Communist Party.

A. Venukidze.
Ff««orpi

